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Seeking means for improving performance on construction projects remains a universal endeavour; in part, because project performance is linked to organisational performance. However, in the vast majority of cases, such endeavours relate to 'traditional', 'hard' measures of project management performance (realisation efficiency / effectiveness) and project performance (in-use operation). The realisation process is commonly characterised as a 'shifting, multi-goal coalition' based upon a fluid power structure in which participants tend to pursue values relating to self interests. Given that performance criteria may be classified as generic business, technical, and relational, questions of the strengths and directions of influence amongst them arise, with particular emphasis on potential causalities (as, for instance, in 'partnering'). Thus, this paper reviews theory and literature relating to personal and organisational values, power sources, structuring and exercising, and performance constructs and metrics with application to construction projects. A convenience sample of three case study projects is employed for empirical investigation. Power is determined to be the primary consideration in determining project realisation.
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INTRODUCTION

A common view of performance in construction is that organisational performance is the sum of performances on the projects which the organisation has undertaken during the period. Although that is a rather simplistic perspective, it is important in emphasising the links between the organisation and the projects which it executes. A host of variables intervene to both moderate and mediate the performance relationship. The emphasis in measuring performance remains on the 'hard', 'traditional' metrics of time, cost and quality for projects and financial metrics of growth and profitability (for survival) for organisations; use of such metrics is reinforced by the extending impact of market capitalism via changes in economic-socio-political systems and privatisation, in all its guises (including public private partnerships - PPPs). The prevailing focus on such metrics preserves the fuzzing of measures of project performance (product) and project management performance (process).

Metrics of performance follow the typology of technical, relational and (generic) business - in which financial metrics remain overtly dominant. Indeed, it is widely apparent that other categories of performance are considered only because, and to the
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extent that, they impact on primary financial measures; or, at least, are perceived so to impact by organisations' managers - as in corporate social responsibility (CSR), etc.

For organisations, the performance imperatives - what they are and the essential levels of achievement - are often beyond the control of the directors and managers but, instead, vest in 'fund managers' of financial organisations - the institutional investors who constitute the globally active and dominantly powerful owners of most of the world's corporate organisations (Hutton, 2002).

Despite rhetoric to the contrary, it remains extremely common that the lowest, capital sum, bid wins - i.e. 'the firm which made the biggest, negative mistake in its tender' - thereby preserving the industry's claims orientation, 'culture of conflict', etc., ever more complex contract forms and enrichment for claims 'lawyers'. Of course, the caricature applies far more extensively than to the construction industry alone - the driving forces are ubiquitous - and so, apply to client organisations and other stakeholders too, thereby exacerbating the consequent difficulties by fostering a perceived-necessary zero-sum game perspective.

**CONSTRUCTION PROJECT REALISATION**

Construction project realisation commences with 'conception' - recognition that a construction project may be required to facilitate some end purpose by providing suitable accommodation; usually, the recognition is by the 'commissioning client'. Values, advice, constraints, confidence, quantification of requirements, alternatives and a host of further considerations input to the decision of whether to commission a project. The better-known aspects of briefing (e.g., Green and Simister, 1999) and feasibility studies then input to establish the performance criteria for the detailed realisation processes - design and construction.

The realisation process is, almost universally, deterministic, even acknowledging possible innovations in design and construction. Architects envisage a scheme which they analyse in progressive detail whilst engineers analyse detail and synthesise. Constructors employ both approaches in producing work breakdowns, method statements, programmes and estimates. Construction and in-use feedback is minimal.

But realities of both design responding to client performance requirements and construction activities are different - they are stochastic processes. Further, people often delude themselves over the extent of control which can be exercised together with the gamut of fallacies which flow from such delusions accompanied by issues of passing on responsibility of realising predicted events to others (see, e.g., Tversky and Kahnemann, 1982; Kahnemann and Lovallo, 1993).

Briefing is criticised for being incomplete, clients for not knowing their requirements (and changing them frequently), designers for not knowing what information is required for complete design (Mackinder and Marvin, 1982), constructors for being opportunistic; all of which may be exacerbated by regulators and other environmental variables/constraints in reducing performance achieved.

Cherns and Bryant (1984) characterise construction projects as executed by temporary multi-organisations (TMOs) in which membership is transient, non-repeating across projects and so, produces a fluid, multi-goal power coalition. That leads to "Adversarialism and opportunism…at all stages as low barriers to entry maintain the high degree of fragmentation and low levels of profitability and investment…" (Ireland, 2004). Further, construction companies ('main contractors') "…are effectively the 'integrator' for a myriad of construction supply chains…" (ibid.).
Hence, the importance of the dual perspectives of differentiation and integration – both are required adequately (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). The construction project literature is replete with evidence and discussion of the problems / failures of integration through lack of coordination and comprehensiveness which is exacerbated by pursuit of individual objectives amongst project participants; i.e. the absence of congruence amongst objectives (or/and goals). That is extended by lack of identification, communication and acceptance of performance goals (often confused with performance targets). Lack of, and resistance to, feedback are further detriments.

"Essentially, business is about appropriating value for oneself…only by having the ability to appropriate value from relationships with others…can business be sustained…. [there]…must…be conflicts of interest between vertical participants in supply chains, just as there are between those competing horizontally…" Cox (1999), [] added. In many situations value measurements and perceptions are based upon comparisons of forecasts/expectations with performance realisations. Consequently, cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) is likely to occur and constitute an element of the value perceived (for both suppliers and consumers). Such comparisons and their consequences constitute significant risk for project participants.

VALUES

Kotler (1972) notes that "A transaction is the exchange of values between two parties. The things-of-value need not be limited to goods, services, and money; they include other resources such as time, energy and feelings". Rokeach (1973) suggests that values are deeply held, enduring beliefs of people (individually/collectively) whilst value is the benefit resulting from an exchange and arises from peoples' preferences. Thus, Kotler is referring to exchanges of things (tangible / intangible) to which the parties attach values both in exchange and in use (or appreciation - Holbrook, 1994).

Rokeach (1973) defines values as a signifying enduring belief in a way of behaving or a preference for a state in the future. Thus, a value has positive connotations by providing worth to the individual(s) and leads to the concept of values being desirable attributes. Such notions underpin the labour theory of value in that only the application of socially necessary labour power contributes value to artefacts and services. Usually, value is considered as usefulness (functionality, as in value management) - use value - which underpins exchange value - price at which a transaction occurs. Neo-classical economics asserts that every person is rational and pursues the objective of utility (satisfaction / profit) maximisation for self. That leads, e.g., Williamson (1985) to assert that, usually, people behave opportunistically.

Schwartz and Bilsky (1987) advance "…five features that are common to most…definitions of values…(a) concepts or beliefs, (b) about desirable end states or behaviors, (c) that transcend specific situations, (d) guide selection or evaluation of behavior and events, and (e) are ordered by relative importance." They note several motivational domains of values and so, support the correlation between people's values and those expressed for tasks/projects having a positive effect on performance (see, e.g., Nicolini, 2002; Dainty, Bryman, Price, Greasley, Soetanto and King, 2005). Finally, they distinguish between values which relate to terminal situations (outcomes - the functioning of a project in use; effectiveness) and instrumental values (processes - project realisation efficiency; productivity; project management performance).

In endeavours to increase utility in the provision of artefacts, the techniques of value engineering (VE) and value management (VM) have developed formally. Here, value
relates utility to expenditure (function for cost). That leads to the three level categorisation of value as 'essential/primary', 'secondary/supplementary', and 'unnecessary'. Costs are measured against each value item as the monetary expenditure for its provision. Thus, the concern of any VE/VM exercise is to maximise the surplus of values over costs (equity and monetary valuation issues).

An example of VE/VM in construction is cost planning by consultant quantity surveyors. Usually, the focus is on minimisation of the initial capital cost for the commissioning client (within a pre-determined budget); value considerations and full project life evaluations are attempted increasingly. Here, it is important to be aware that it is a forecasting exercise and so, subject to the errors, variabilities, risks and uncertainties inherent in forecasting. Further, as it is stochastic processes which are being forecast, their usual representation as simplistic, deterministic, single-figure predictions can be highly misleading (see, e.g., Reugg and Marshall, 1990)!

"...the discrimination between values as serving the individual's own interests or those of the collectivity is universally meaningful" (Schwartz and Bilsky, 1990). That perspective is critical to issues of project management and project performance as it is evident that behaviour founded in individualistic values is a performance hazard.

Roccas, Sagiv, Schwartz and Knafo (2002) note Schwartz' (1992) determination of "...ten types of values, each of which expresses a distinct motivational goal: power, achievement, hedonism, stimulation, self-direction, universalism, benevolence, tradition, conformity, and security." and confirm the "...relative stability of...values...across context and time...". However, Schwartz and Bardi (2001) find that "...groups that exhibit high overall similarity in their ratings of values may nonetheless differ substantially and meaningfully in their specific value priorities." That finding indicates that, even if there is the potential coherence amongst actors for team formation, the values to be applied must be identified, communicated and accepted to provide the goal congruence essential for team-based behaviour.

POWER

Commonly, power is regarded as the ability to pursue own desires in preference to those of others, including overcoming any resistance - i.e., the ability to control own environment. As such, power is an attribute of an individual in relation to other people or/and things. Influence concerns how power is exercised; power may be latent/potential or active. Thus, power may be viewed as comprising three elements - objective(s), influence (behavioural modification, etc.), and outcome(s), usually supplemented with policing and sanctioning to secure compliance.

French and Raven (1959) note five sources (forms) of power - positional (legitimate), referent, expert, reward, and coercive; information has been added. Dowding (1991) articulates a rational choice theory of power in which individuals or groups choose from a set of possible actions to try to achieve desired outcomes. A person's incentive structure comprises perception of the costs associated with different actions, the likelihoods that different actions will lead to desired outcomes and the desirability of alternative outcomes and paths to them. Hence, power comprises outcome power (the ability to secure outcomes) - product - and social power (the ability to change the incentive structures of others in order to achieve outcomes) - process.

Gramsci (1992) develops the concept of cultural hegemony in which a ruling group (class) becomes dominant. The ideas of the ruling group are perceived as the norm, the universal ideologies that benefit everyone whilst, in reality, benefiting the ruling
group only. Such dominance may become embodied in social institutions and, thence, in norms of practice (traditional procurement of construction; RIBA Plan of Work?).

Toffler and Toffler (1990) consider power to comprise and be exercised through violence, wealth and knowledge; historically through violence, post industrial revolution through wealth, and recently through possession and use of knowledge. The two overt forms of power in construction are wealth (as in ability to commission work) and knowledge - as in realisations of projects by designers and constructors.

An important aspect is that powerful persons are both more likely to take action and are less susceptible to influences from the environment - suggesting that they seem to be more in control towards realisation of their own objectives.

Power models may be classified as (1) causality (e.g. Dahl 1968, Hobbes 1960, Hume 1902) (2) structuration (e.g. Lukes 1974, Giddens 1984) and (3) post-structuralism (e.g. Foucault 1977, Clegg 1989). In the causality models, power of C over R is interpreted as "C's behaviour causes R's behaviour" (Dahl 1968:410). Understanding of causation and hence, power, is underpinned by the notion of matter in motion, collisions, of bodies pushing and being pushed (Hobbes 1960). Power is interpreted as a cause which can be inferred only from observable change, movement or motion. In structuration theory power is "the capacity to achieve outcomes" (Giddens 1984:257), thus relating structure to action (Bachrach and Baratz 1962, Lukes 1974). In post-structuralism, Clegg (1989) develops a framework of 'circuits of power' from Callon et al. (1986) and Laclau and Mouffe (1985), based on power discourse analysis (Foucault 1977).

While Lukes (1974) seeks to build 'structure' on the foundations of 'action', Clegg (1987) suggests that it is not possible to take the simple A-B notion of power as a foundation upon which to build second and third dimensions. (Lukes' (1974) three dimensional power model is explored by Lovell (1993) in construction management.)

Supplementing Cherns and Bryant (1984), Clegg (1987:66) analyses the construction site as "a complex play of interorganisational relations" in which indexicality - the interpretation of meaning and language - is important. He alleges that interorganisational relationships are constituted by a single discourse, the contractual document, therefore conflict issues (over which A-B type power plays are exercised) have a rationality which is inhered within the framework of construction projects.

In post-structuralism, Clegg (1989) develops a circuits of power framework in which the concepts of system integration, social integration (e.g. Parkin 1972) and episodic power relations are woven into a power network to offer a basis for analysis of facilitative, dispositional and agent power. Episodic power relations (in agents) model is applicable for analysis of the project operation level.

PERFORMANCE

Performance constitutes outcome - usually (falsely) assumed to be measured accurately and objectively, for product and process. First, nothing can be measured absolutely accurately; second, people choose what, when and how to measure. In construction, many outcome measures are negotiated quantities, such as final accounts and contract durations; further, there is extensive confusion between process and product measurements - the 'iron triangle' of time, cost and quality are measures of construction process, whilst fitness-for-purpose measures relate to product-in-use.
Performance dissonance occurs, in part, due to failure to acknowledge variability inherent in forecasts underpinning performance expectations as well as actual performance variations and changes in task contents, structures and circumstances.

Today, performance requirements - constructs and metrics - are extending far beyond traditional, 'hard' measures (primarily, financial), to include an array of 'soft' measures - morally-grounded ethical behaviour, such as aspects of CSR, organisational justice, cooperative behaviour. Thus, the categories of business, relational and technical performance variously aggregate to yield satisfaction of stakeholders, where high levels of satisfaction are derived from/indicate good performance. Different stakeholders are likely to experience different levels of satisfaction depending on whether the levels of performances achieved against the metrics accord with their own value structures (such as owners, managers, operatives, customers, environmentalists).

Whatever performance is achieved, it is, inevitably, a consequence of 'shared creation' - i.e., collaboration (Schrange, 1990) - and so, it may be hypothesised that the more coherent are the values of the project participants, the greater is the collaboration and, in consequence, performance is enhanced (see also Anvuur, 2008).

**CASE STUDIES**

Participant observation is employed to conduct the empirical study. A convenience sample of three case studies of library-related projects carried out by a single, experienced client provides client-oriented ethnographic data. Given the importance of early decisions, the study examines projects at the early stages of design.

University librarians are one group of non-construction specialist participants who have often found themselves in TMOs. The rapid growth of universities has necessitated many new library buildings. The huge increase in the availability of electronic Web-based information with a consequent decline in the use of print has made many university administrators wonder if their libraries really need great space for book-stacks and, in turn, has forced librarians into radical rethinks towards zoned and flexible learning spaces. Typically, a senior academic librarian will have been involved in at least one new build, and many refurbishments.

The cases illustrate the kinds of challenges involved when the professional objectives, interests and values of TMO participants - architects, builders, academics, academic administrators, and librarians - interface. There are no 'good' or 'bad' guys in the cases described, merely multiple project participants each with views and priorities.

Each case study involves new or refurbished library buildings and space within a publically-funded university. All the projects are in Hong Kong and are at the design stage. Consultant architects are to be hired soon, or have just been hired. The main participants in the three TMOs are: the 'librarian-client'; the internal university commissioning architects; the university Vice-Chancellor; the university senior administrators; professors and researchers; students; external consultants for the university – usually architects; the external consultant architect.

The case study projects are:

- 'Shenzhen Project': a new university post-graduate research facility to be built in Shenzhen, China, with 500m\(^2\) of library space, to open in 2010.
- 'Architecture Project': a new building for the Department of Architecture. The existing 560m\(^2\) Architecture Library is to move into the new building in 2012.
• 'Main Library Project': a 6,000 usable m² extension to a main university library building, to open in 2012.

When will the librarian-client be brought in? Commonly, as a librarian is neither an academic nor an architect, senior educational administrators assume that he/she knows little or nothing of the factors involved in any building's design or commissioning. Often, if the librarian is brought in very early, he/she is merely asked, how much space will you need in m²? However, senior librarians often have a great deal of experience in these matters. For the Main Library Project, the librarian was involved at a very early stage, by being asked to contribute to a written paper on proposed usage for government funding for the project. Usually, the librarian is brought in much later - when a project management committee of the various university project participants is formed. On the Shenzhen and Architecture Projects, the librarian was the last to be informed that the buildings would be built, perhaps because library space formed only part of each building. For the Shenzhen Project, the librarian was not a member of any project management committee. Indeed, a rectangular space on the fourth floor of the proposed building had simply been identified as 'library'; the implication being, "Only when the space is built, need the librarian be involved".

Who will design the buildings and do they know what a library should look like? For the Architecture Project, it appeared that external architects would do the design, rather than the academic architects who would inhabit the building. Would the librarian be caught in the middle as an external architect argued with internal architectural professors? Sensible librarians never try and influence the external design. However, interior designs are a different matter. The design concept in the existing Architecture Department is open-plan, bare concrete. Would that be replicated in the new building? Could/should the librarian influence aesthetics?

In the Shenzhen Project, the designer is a Shenzhen, Chinese architect. Thus, to some extent, the Project was being managed remotely across a border. When would the librarian meet the architect, since the building was about to be built with an allocated space on the fourth floor, windows facing East (orientation for light and heat)? What did this architect know, or need to know, about libraries?

The librarian was on the university managing committee for the Main Library Project, along with four architects, a computer professional and four academics. It would involve a Hong Kong architect. The footprint of the building over an existing car-park had been radically changed from the original idea, because no-one liked the thought of a high, thin, rectangular building as in the architects' submissions. One 'world-class' architect was wooed to make a further submission, but refused to alter the design. Half the building in the Project would now be underground (for the Library), so that a low-rise building would be visible above ground. The people around the table tended first to listen to the architects on the judging panel, but then did take into consideration the strongly-held views of the librarian.

From observations at project meetings, architects usually want to make a statement about libraries in terms of form, but are less interested in function. Platitudes abound from potential consultant architects, for example, "the library is the heart of any university, so a clear statement is needed to signify the importance of this building!". This 'clear statement' is usually an atrium rising through the library building where valuable potential floor-space is jettisoned for mostly aesthetic reasons.

There are 'fashions' in architecture, so it can be predicted what architects will propose for internal library design - often boringly similar to one another. Thus, it is best for
the librarian to take a more proactive view and move towards the architects with a revolutionary internal design. A library could be open 24/7, with self-check units for issue and return of books etc., allowing students to treat an 'open' library as an extension of their workrooms/laboratories. Only exceptionally foresighted members of the TMO would ever consider being so radical, unless the librarian takes the time to educate them gently but forcefully. Students might take to such an idea, but they are usually not invited to the frequent TMO meetings.

How much space will the library get in the final building? Although the Main Library Project was an "extension to the main library", would all 6,000m² be library space? If the space is allocated, would it be a single- or multi-storey library? The concept and usability are quite different for each. This can be a lottery, depending on the footprint of the building. In the Architecture Project, the library was originally 560m² but the footprint of the new building indicated only 500 m² per floor. In addition, what space for Library staff and offices – would this be dictated, as other things were, by space norms that bore little relation to function?

A sure result is that whatever space is asked for, and however many statistics are produced to back a librarian's claim for the right mixture of staff/public space, electronic/print provision, furniture/stack space, and so on, senior university administrators allocate what space they want to give libraries. This political dimension – in actuality, the very limited amount of power the librarian possesses to influence a university's decision – needs to be understood by the librarian.

For an academic librarian, the first common lesson drawn from the experiences in the three cases is: "Power over form over function". Professional architects, while noting the requirements of the end-user, are always firm on what is really wanted: "a signature building"! Form over function every time. Yet, in the final analysis, which participant in a TMO decides? Despite the predominant value culture evident in any discussion forum in Chinese society for "getting to yes", given the dynamism and contradictions inherent in the personal aesthetics and participant values of any design project, it ends up on the desk of the university's Vice-Chancellor. So, months of discussions and re-designs can hinge upon the final decision, the power, of the Vice-Chancellor, whose views will, inevitably, dominate.

The second lesson is: "The devil is in the detail". Despite all the decisions that have been made by multiple project participants in any TMO, the finished space will be handed over to the librarian to operate. If the librarian is to be "delighted", the librarian will need to concentrate on clear advocacy of the library's needs whenever a TMO is discussing the scheme or detailed designs. If this lesson is not learned early and fully appreciated by librarians, and (hopefully) by all other project participants, the resulting spaces in which the librarian will live and work for long into the future will be impractical, even unworkable, as functioning, state-of-the-art library buildings.

CONCLUSIONS

Performance metrics for construction projects comprise hard and soft variables; generally, hard, especially financial, performance dominates. That perspective extends to the aggregation of project performance to yield organisational performance. Although relational variables are recognised as important, along with technical variables, they are managed and fostered due to their impact on business performance.

The empirical results reflect the findings of Cherns and Bryant (1984): projects which reach the industry (often) reflect the 'resolution' of internal conflicts within the client.
In the cases studied, the power-structuring, both within the client (in which the mission and values are common) and as perceived and acted upon by external design consultants, is paramount in deciding the nature and content of a project.

The multi-participation of diverse stakeholders in construction project TMOs is neither egalitarian nor, necessarily, rational in yielding decisions determining product and process outcomes but, instead, facilitates pursuit of individual interests according to power-structuring within the coalition. Thus, despite potential use of value determination tools to secure high value-in-use products, fundamental decisions which affect such outcomes are made according to the desires of the power hierarchy. Clearly, there is a strong case for research into management of the entire realisation process but with major emphasis on the design phase, especially its early stages.
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